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THE AURORA. 
Vol. IX.] 
«scIEN"CE "W"IT:E: PRACTICE." 
Io-wa State Agricultural College, April, 1881. 
THE SAFEST PLAN. 
An' ef you's wantin' fishes, you mus' dig your wums an' ketch'em; 
For you canput It down as sartin dat the time is long gone by, 
When sausages an' 'taters use to rain furn out the sky ! 
Ef you think about It keerfully, and put it to the tes', 
You'll diskiver dat the safes' plan is gin'ully the bes'; 
Ef you stumble on a hornet's nes' and make the critters scatter, 
You needn't stan' dar like a fool an' argerfy de matter; 
And when de yallar fever comes an' settles all aroun', 
'Tis betten dan de karanteen to shuJJl,e ant o' town! 
Dar's heaps o' dreadful music in the de very fines' fiddle ; 
A ripe an' meller apple may be rotten in de middle ; 
De wies' lookin' trabelar may be the bigges' fool ; 
Dar's a lot o' solid kickin' in de humbles, kind o' mule ; 
De preacher ain't de holies' dat w'ars ds meekes' look, 
' An' does de loudes' bangin' on de kiver of de Book. 
De people pay deil· bigges' b!lls In buryin' lots an' Ian's ; 
Dey ~catter all deir picayunes aroun' de peanut stan's; 
De twenties an' de fifties go in paym' orf deir rents, 
But heben an' de organ-irrinder gits de copper cents. 
l nebber likes the cullud man dat thinks too much o' eatin' ; 
Dat frblics froo de wukin' days, and snoozes at de mee tin' ; 
Dat jines the temp'ance 'mety, an' keeps a-gitten' tight, 
An, pulls his water-milions In de middle ob de night ! 
Well, you think dat doin' nuffln' 'tall is mighty sof' an' nice, 
But it busted up de renters In be lubly paradise ! 
Yon see de bofe was human bein's, jes' like me and you, 
An' dey couldn't reggerlate deirselves wid not a thing"~o- do ; 
Wid plenly wuk befo' •e~ an' a cotton crop to make, 
Dey'd nebber thought o' loafln' 'roun' an' chattin wid de snake l 
-S~Manthy. 
[No. 2. 
18. A DREAM. 
ADREAM. 
The sun was going down behind .the sea 
And night was creeping in along the shore; 
The old monotonous ocean growled at me, 
And awed me .with its deep and hollow roar. 
But there I sat and gazed out o'er the deep, 
The chiming waters lulled me with their song ; 
The ever-surging waves that never sleep 
Kept murmuring to me as they passed along. 
And there I lingered with my thoughts, unt\l 
The stars looked down on the sea and land ; 
And, when the silent moon rose o'er the hill, 
It found me wandering on the ocean's strand. 
There, all alone, I stood beneath the sky, 
And gazed upon the mellow,. moon-lit waves ; 
I heard the whlspermg.night-wind's soft, low sigh, 
And water sounding in the ocean's caves. 
The awful grandenr wrapped me in its fold 
And bore me to celestial heights sublime ; 
I saw the starry firmament of old, 
Above me, twinkling through the loops of time. 
The same pale moon, that shone above my head, 
Looked down on Adam in his ga1·den home ; 
Unchanged by time, though countless years had fled, 
The same stars glistened from the heavenly dome. 
But man had perished with receding years ; 
Ethereal brightness lost him in the gloom ; 
He floated down the "dismal vale of tears," 
Into the mystic land beyond the tomb. 
My thoughts were ancient as the things around, 
While musing there beneath the twilight's glow ; 
And, mingling with the ocean's solemn sound, 
They wandered back into the long ago. 
The rocks were cl'Umbling, old beside the sea, 
Where ages came and went like ocean's chime ; 
The hills that stood between the sky and me, 
Were towe11ng high above the wrecks of time. 
I walked amid the debris of the past, 
Where 1·u1ns hid me in the gloomy shade ; 
No living sounds responded, fo1, the last 
Of animated nature had decayed. 
Old mouldering towers were tumbling down with age ; 
The hands that reared them had returned to clay, 
The record they had left on history's page 
Had journyed with them on their silent way. 
Belwildered there upon the lonely strand, 
I tried to drown my feelings with my tears ; 
The ocean mocked me, as it stl'Uck the land, 
And moaned a requiem o'er the lapse of years. 
There, standing on the grave of human kind, 
I saw how far man's ea1·thly ways were vain; 
How he had toiled with all his might to !Ind 
The way to Mammon, through t~e'paths of gain. 
For this bartered honor with Its )lome, 
His dollars were his dear ones and his store : 
Fo1· this he drove the orphans out to roam 
And turned the unfed bagger from bis door. 
And when bis coffers groaned beneath their load 
He died in want and misery alone ; 
Then entered on the common-flnal-road, 
Himself m1mourned, and bis name unkown. 
Again, upon the other hand as dread, 
I saw frail man in reckless, wretched, strife, 
The dram-shop got his starving children's bread, 
Their mother's comfort, and-their father's life. 
He left for he1itage a drunkard's curse, 
To haunt his children from a drunkard's grave ; 
A life and death to man could be no worse-
He lived a pauper and he died a slave. 
The high, the low, the _rich and poor did give, 
Alike their errors to the.world gone by, 
But few prepared, while earthly days did live, 
A passport to that world beyond the sky. 
Alas ! man's hopes were folly in disguise ! 
Ambition lmed him onward to his doom ; 
His name that glittered in the nation's eyes 
Lay buried with him in the silent tomb. 
Aspiring genus rose on laurel wings 
And soared a moment over honor's dome ; 
Then fell, and mingled with the- common things 
That lay unnumbered, in their nan·ow home. 
,Twas thus forever ! each succeeding age, 
As generations rolled through fleeting time, 
Applauded heroes on the world's fai1· stage 
But soon forgot them with their works sublime. 
And there beside the lonely, souqding sea, 
Among the ruins of the race he ran, 
With thoughts extending to eternity, 
I sadly ponde1·ed on the fate of man. 
Long time I lingered, for I would not go ; 
Enchantment hovered o'er me and arolUld ; 
The dreamy echo of the ocean's flow 
Involved my spirit In their doleful solUld. 
The stars were going out upon the sky, 
The moon was waning on her slivery throne ; 
And all the heavenly orbs that float on high 
Looked sadly down upon nie there alone. 
And morning dawned, and still I llnfi:ered there, 
I would not leave that melancholy scene ; 
But .when, at last, the s11n rose bright and fair, 
It stopped at once my dreaming and my dream. 
FATE OF GENIUS. 19. 
FATE OF GENWS. 
BY W. H. MCHENRY. 
What is the fate of Genius. 
Among the sons of men how fares he on 
whom the hand of Omnipotence has lav-
ished those peculiar traits of mind, those 
wonderful capabilities which mark him as a 
genius? 
The Genius of one age may mold the 
language of another; he may demonstrate a 
theory of government that wil.l live in after 
years; he may dictate the boundaries of 
nations, and place kings upon thrones; he 
may free the ,body; he may liberate the 
mind; but the very characteristics of genius 
form a destiny for him from which he can-
not escape. 
All genius is solitary. 
Unlettered savages gibber together in 
their caves. The half civilized children of 
nature collect in tribes and clans. 'rhe friv-
olous ot civilized nations associate in rings 
andclubs and always dread seclusion. But the 
poet wanders through the woods alone, and 
the philosopher hides himself in a mantle 
of infinities. 
The Genius of the Rubicon trod the path 
-of glory to a heighth which human feet had 
never reached; and there he stood, high ele-
vated o'er the world of men, in solitude to 
rule. 
Lonesome in life, behold him at the close, 
at the foot of Pompey's statue-bleeding-
alone. 
An intense, an awful feeling of solitude 
must have possessed the last moments of 
the fallen monarch-the deserted man. 
, 0, mighty Cmsarl Dost thou lie so low? 
Are all the conquests, glories, triumphs, 
spoils, sunk tc this little measure?" 
"But yesterday, the word of Cresar might 
might have stood against the. world; now 
lies he there, and none so poor to do him 
reverence." 
Born in ambition, nurtured in war, clothed 
in power, he lived in solitude, and in soli-
tude he died. 
And what living tongue can express more 
fully the over-powering sense of deserted-
ness, than the immortal exclamation-"Et 
tu Brute!" 
The monarch was struck by the hand of 
dissolution, and his palae!3 dwindled to a 
coffin-his empire to a grave. The lesson is 
taught more fully by the life of that great-
est Genius of Italy, the sublime poet, the 
exiled patriot-Dante Alegherie. 
Schiller says: "The poet is the son of his 
time; but J>ity for him, if he be its pupil, or 
even its favorite." 
Dante was the son of his time; but its 
master, not its pupil; the object of its pers{l-
cution, rather than its favorite. 
The thirteenth century marks a transi-
tory period succeeding the crash of the 
Roman Empire, in which Feudalism ·strug-
,gled with Democracy, and Empires with the 
Pope,-an age of barbarism and superstition ; 
but still an age in which Italy, morally and 
materially enriched by the Crusades, and 
educated in her struggle with the Pope 
might have encouraged and cherished h1:r 
sublime poet-her noblest son, But Dante 
was a genius. And the great mental and 
moral disparity that existed between him 
and the mass of his cotemporaries gives liim 
an impenetrable individuality which marks 
him as tlle grandest, the most solitary mqn• 
ument of Italian intellect. 
"He needs no guai·ds before, behind, 
To keep the crowd away. 
Superior heighth of life and soul, 
Will hold tl:lem all at bay." 
The great reformer who first attacked the 
papal institutions :as detrimentaiJ. to the 
human mind; he is:also the statesman whose 
ideal governmen~ suited the •highest wants 
of human society, the fathffl.' of the Italian 
language, and the poet w.ao sang the fate of 
Italy and Humanity in the sublime strains 
of that sacred epic whkh makes Heaven and 
Hell co-partners in i:lls toil. . 
Ever moved by the spirit of true patriot. ' 
ism, he struggled to resurrect the fallen 
glories of Italy :and est,ablish her natio.n• 
ality. 
. But his warm love was only met by the 
icy hand of heartles,s, friendless exile. 
_w~nderi:rig, dese:r.ted, ~t1.1ti:ving, despised, 
Ins birth-nght waa gen,\~\!; ~is destiny-sol-
itude. •• · 
Another Gen~1us. grand, gloomy and in-
comprehensib1.e. is that titanic' driver of 
Destiny-the., ,Aµ~elo. ~if w;i,r, Napoleon 
20. MOORE. 
Bonaparte, who swept over Europe like a Cresar trampled on the cherished hopes of 
whirl-wind on the waters, and scattered the a mighty people, and planting the ladder of 
governments on the continent like spray his ambition on the crimson corpse of a 
from the ocean wave. ruined Republic, he ascended beyond the 
Can we see him playing with the kings of reception of the "kingly crown" which his 
Europe like chess upon a board, and think descending gaze saw proffered from below. 
of a companion for him ? Bonaparte, building on the broad founda-
He was too high for communion, too tion of his genius, reared a battle-stained 
mighty for a friend. · monument of power so high as to invoke 
Cresar and Alexander were his kindred the interference of the Almighty hand,· and . 
spirits; but, separated from them by the bar- he sank in the maelstrom of his destiny. 
, Her of time, he lived in the solitary realm Dante meets us in the tangled wilderness 
of his genius, the lawless prodigy of a fret- of moral depravity, and calling on the tender 
ful age. ear of conscience, leads us on through the 
Tha life of Napoleon, or rather his fate sweet fields of repentence ahd purification, 
teaches the grandest lesson of the nine- to Paradise and God. 
teenth century. Bnt after all, the fate of Genius is not 
What is the meaning of this panic at hard. 
Waterloo; the terror, the madness, the dis- Solitude may be irksome to the garrulous, 
solution of the highest bravery this world but to the intelle<Jtual and refined, 1t is a 
has ever known? recompense for toil, to be elevated,, above 
What caused this flight of 4o;ooo men, the common herd, and to be a fellow in the 
crowding, crushing, and trampling on the brotherhood of earth's benefactors. 'rhe 
living and the dead? Soul turned inward on herself to ponder and 
The black phantom of Fate hid the face reflect, may plume her noiseless wings for 
of the sun from the field of Waterloo, made the final flight, when she shall vanish down 
crimson by the footprints of Destiny, and the silent aisle of time, to Eternity, leaving 
over the rumble and roll of the battle and earth and mortality to the silence and obliv-
rout, rises the warning voice-Man is mor- ion of the infinite evermore. 
· tal, and Gon is God. Die out, then, vain babble of tongues. 
In the midst of that awful, headlong rout, Retreat, you hollow hum of toils and care . 
. and as the night grew thick and black, two Fade away, cold procession of alien faces. 
marshalls siezed a gloomy, haggard man, Disappear all, and leave me a while,·alone, 
who, carried thus far by thQ maddened with my soul and nature, my destiny and 
rush, was returning toward waterloo, dis- my God. 
mounted and alone. It was Napoleon en-
deavoring to advance again. "Mighty 
somnambulist of a vanished dream!" 
Surrounded by thousands of Ii ving and 
dead, this marvelous being was alone-alone 
in his greatness l Alone in his genius! Alone 
on that bewildering field of fate! 
The cemetery of Napoleon, a vast rock 
rising out of the ocean, alone, towering, 
unshaken and magnificent, is a perfect em-
blem of his genius; while the waves dash on 
its solid base like the surging of humanity 
at his feet. 
A Genius is solitary. 
Ge11ius is force, and various in its results 
as it is diverse in its mode and time of ap-
.plication. 
MOORE. 
Thomas Moore, familliarly Known to his 
countrymen as "Old Tom Moore," was born 
in Dublin on the 28th day of May, 1779. As 
a youth he was distinguished for his wit 
and native genius, and no form of mischief 
escaped him without a trial. Gloom vanish-
ed at his approach, for his face was a mir 
ror of mirth, and none could withstand 
the charming influence of his childish 
pranks. As both his parents were very 
amiable and fond of social pleasure the. 
cheerful circumstances I which surrounded 
Tommie's early life, nerhaps implanted in 
him that careless pleasure habitual to his 
ater years. His mother was ambitious-
MOORB. 21 .. 
that he should. study for the bar, and al- wall may'tie traced, in his own handwriting 
.though he always had the highest regard specimens of his ever-flowing rhymes. His 
.for his mother's wishes, his very nature restless disposition, however, urged him 
would not consent to a legal life. It is a re- away, and when he returned to his native 
markable fact that no two men ever had country he carried with him a volume of 
like talents; every person has some promi- poetical travels, which was received as a 
nent characteristic which distinguishes him- rare treat by his. many thousand friend_s at 
from others, and the peculiarity• of Moore home .. 
was his jovial, careless nature which was The next twenty years of his life contain 
so pregnant with poetry, that it overflowed no event of importance except the frequent 
even in childhood with juvenile glees, and appearance of a melody, or an article in 
irresistably ludicrous rhymes. One of his some of the principal literary jounals. 
earliest productions was an epilogue which During all this time he seemed to have no 
he wrote for an exhibition at a country other thought but enjoyment. Seated on 
bathing house, and coming· from a boy only theiap of luxury he saw only the bright 
eleven years old it naturally attracted con- side of passing time. Excursions from 
siderable attention. At the age of fourteen London to Paris, and from •Paris back to 
his verses first appeared in print and a year London were one of his favorite pastimes. 
later he entered Trinity College. Here, as He mingled in the finest society of England • 
might be expected, he left no brilliant re- and France, and listened to the best conver-
cord as a student, and it was with difficulty sation of the age; yet he retained but little 
that he passed the closing examinations of what he heard except the jokes and stor-
and received the degree of Bachelor of ies. Such was his nature; gentlemanly, 
Arts. gentle and frivolous, he was the pet of a 
After finishing his collemate course he people, and the spoiled child of a'nation • 
.,,. In 1820, after an absence of a few months, 
ha left Ireland for the first time, and crossed he returned to Paris and made a vow . to 
over to London for the double purpose live in retirement. This resolution he kept 
. of studing law and publishing . a poem very well for a time, but finally he gave 
way to his feelings and plunged again into 
which he had in process <'f completion. his accustomed gaieties. The spirit of his 
At this time he.was beginningtoreceiveflat- nature refused to be curbed, and broke 
tering attention from people of fashion; hia .through the temporary restraint to revel at 
its own sweet will among the luminaries 
· name appeared among those of distinguished that reflect luster over Europe. · 
personsage and he was the centre of attrac- About this time Moore was invited .by a 
tion at the great part1es and royal dinners. Spanish gentleman to occupy a small cot-
Thus for two or three years after his appear- tage attached to a beautiful villa near the 
Luvres. The rurality of the place was 
ance before the world as an author, Moore highly favorable to a literary ccupation, 
spent his time verygaily at banquets and oth- and he moved thither with a faint hope 
er places of public amusement. He lived in of becoming more indnstrious. But the. 
the sunshine of his time. If li1t1e clouds atractions of the metroplis stole away 
his muse, and the only products of more 
cast a momentary shade upon him, they than three months of secluded life were 
vanished before the brilliancy of his muse the first letter of Aliciphron and a doz-
and were forgotten. en short poems. He, also, commenced a 
romance in verse, but this he abandoned and 
In 1803 he left home to travel, and in his in October of the same.year he returned to the 
wanderings he paid an visit to the United Allee des Venves. Going back to Paris 
States. During his sojourn here, he was was only removing the floodgate of his 
received by the American people with dissipation and letting the torrent of his 
feelings. pour forth unstrained. The time 
marked attention and respect. His popu- which had hitherto been devoted to literary 
larity always preceded him-it surrounded work was now given up again tocompany,and 
him-it remained behind. The rooms a series of breakfasting and dining was now 
the routine of his life. Among the most 
which he occupied while in New York stm frequent distinguished guests who were en-
remain, and on ther faded and time-worn ·tertained at Moore's home, were Lord John 
22. TALENT AND 0-BNIUS. 
Russell and Washington Irving. Those 
two never tiled of the company of their 
host, and thus for many months plays, 
operas and parties succeeded each other in 
th!l_grand round of entertainments. 
We will now hurry over another portion 
of his life. which varied but little from the 
the splendid monotony of the past; and as 
we approach the year 1840, we draw near 
to the end of Moore's poetical career. If 
his disposition for verse remained he had no 
time to gratify the inclination; for an his-
torical work which he had undertaken con-
sumed the greater part of his attention. 
Such a task was not congenial to his tastes, 
and was several times abandon0d and res-
umed, until at length after an entire remod-
eling of the earlier parts, the first volume 
was finally issued. Two others soon fol-
lowing and during their preparation he 
collected an edition of bis poetical works 
which was published in ten volumes in 1841. 
Not long after this be was called to mourn 
the death of his sister and he had scarcely 
recovered from the shock, when he received 
the dreadful intelligence that his son, who 
was engaged in the service in Africa, was 
also dead. These misfortunes brought on a 
violent illness and when he recovered he 
was a different man. If he received invi-
tations to dinner parties now, he usually 
neglected half of them; and when he ld1d 
appear, his gay flow of spirits was gone and 
his many jokes forgotten. 
Thenceforth there is but little to record; 
the strong powers of his intellect bad mani-
festly sunk, and thus a brilliant genius was 
gradually reduced to a condition of utter 
childishness. The last two years of his life 
wre spent in a helpless condition free 
from bodily or mental suffering and he ex-
pired on the 26 of February, 1852. His body 
was laid in the neighboring village, and • a 
flat stone protected by an iron fence is the 
only monument to his remains. Here let 
us leave him with his errors, if he hafi any, 
and remember only his virtues, for life at 
best contains so little moral excellence we 
should cherish virtue with a tender mem-
ory. With charming simplicity he gave to 
posteritytheproductofhis genius and while 
great men will be remembered, Moore will 
notbeforgot=te=n=·=========== 
TALENT AND GENIUS. 
These two qualities are almost syn-
onymous in their signification, and equal 
in their general effects on man. Twin-born 
they go hand in hand up the hill of progress 
until they stand together upon the sum-
mit. 
Talent is intellectual ability-genius 
mental superiority. And while the latter is 
supposed by some to be hereditary, the 
former is admitted by all to be an acquisi-
tion possessed only by those who earn it 
Talent and genius are the team, and a 
manful spint the vehicle that ultimatly. 
bears us to success in all our efforts. 
Genius is latent within us-the others de-
pend on our energy, and everyone may have 
the outfit at the cost of labor. · 
Contrary to popttlar opinion, we all 
possess genius. And though I say it in the 
face of opposition, I have strong faith in 
the assertion. Genius as commonly under-
stood is a wicked delusion. · Iustead of 
supernatural gifts it is simply the capacity 
and the desHe to do an unlimited amount. 
of work; if we are not idiots we have the 
capacity if we are men we have the desire, 
and if have not genius, discipline will give 
it to us. 
Were genius a gift to man bis earliest 
works would display it·. But the earliest 
works of even the greatest men were very in-
ferior until courageous labor began to tell 
on their productive capacities. If genius 
comes as the result of labor, it is some-· 
thing earned instead of an endowment, and 
the way to earn it is open to all. If we are 
honest and persistent in our endeavors we 
will be successful in our undertaking. But 
we are prone to want this diamond boon too 
cheaply-too buy it with wishes, or beg 
it and there is nothing in creation that will 
supply it on such terms. If you · want 
genius you have got to manufacture it. 
Men whose names stand out on the page of 
history were not born on the topmost round 
of the ladder-they went up the steps. 
Hard, earnest and investi({ating labor was 
the motive power that raised them to dis-
tinction. By it men have mounted from 
the workshop to a foremost place in t.he 
nation; they have abanoned the storeroom 
to guide the ship of state; they have ex-
changed the plow for the presidential chair; 
and they have ascended the hill of science 
to the top. 
Work is our only means of success-the 
true road to honor and sure way to happiness. 
Promoting genius, it fertilizes .the g~rms of 
knowledge and fosters intellectual culture. 
On it depends the prosperity of nations 
and our very existence looks to it for 
support. 
If genius were a birthright the unfortu-
nate ones would have no hopes of elevation 
and no ambition to work. It would en-
courage universial idleness and a general 
stagnation would be the result. It would 
breed over-witted impostors to prey on the 
innocence of the io:norant and society 
would sink beneath the level of ancient 
bar')arism. On different elevations, social 
equality could no longer exist, and the cause 
that exalted the one and degraded the oth-
er, would rob the great man of his glory 
and the aspiring one of his hope. 
JiISOELtANY. 28. 
SCIENTIFIC. 
MISCELLANY. 
A Frenchman, whose mind for !;!Orne time 
has been occupied with the subject, proposes 
a mode of .extinguishing flames from petrol-
eum.,which, he claims, is instantaneous in its 
effects and is certainly very simple. It is 
only necessary to have within easy access 
one or several bottles of aqua ammonia, 
whose contents should instantly be scattered 
upon the petroleum in case it catches fire. 
In a somewhat elaborate discussion of 
the general subject of Anatomical N omen-
clature by Prof. Wilder, in a. recent number 
of Science, it is stated that the brain presents 
about 150 parts which are visible to the un-
aided eye, that these parts are more and 
more frequently mentioned in the progres-
sive sciences of Anatomy, Zoology, Physiol-
ogy and Psychology, and yet many of them 
have received from two to a dozen, more or 
less, ponderoui:1 names. 
The direction of the plum line and the 
oscillations of the pendulum have long been 
known to be subject to variations which 
have hitherto remained without a satisfac-
tory explanation. The great Pyramid of 
Egypt affects a pendulum which is evident-
ly insensible to the presence of the Hima-
layas. A theoretical deficiency of attraction 
has been observed upon continents while a 
greater attraction than that demanded by 
theory is noticed when the investigation is 
transfered to the sea. To account for these 
seeming contradictions, M. Faye suggests 
that the earth has cooled faster and to a 
greater depth under the oceans than under 
the continents. The temperature at 12,000 
feet below the sea, is but a little above freez-
ing point; at the same depth under the con-
tinental masses it is computed to be about 
300°. Hence, we would naturally conclude 
that the solid crust is much thicker under 
the oceans than it is under the contfnental 
masses. 
A recent exploration of the Gulf of 
Mexico by officers of the U. S. Coast and 
Geodetic Survey has revealed some impor-
tant facts which have been hitherto unsus-
pected.- The general slope of the continent 
extends far out into the sea before steeper 
slopes are reachM. The contour of 100 fath-
oms represents very closely the continental 
line. Very steep slopes lead from this 
plateau to a large central area 2,ooo•fathoms 
in depth. A cross section of the strait of 
Floricfa at the shallowest part gives an area 
of 11 square miles. From numerous obser-
vations it is computed that the average ve-
locity of the current through this strait 
cannot exceed 2 or 2½ miles per hour. It is 
evident from this that the so called Gulf 
Stream must be largely reinforced by a cur-
rent which does not pass through the Gulf 
of Mexico. 
In "Henck's · Field Book for Engineert1," 
page 17, prob. 34 we have: "Given the 
perpendicular distance between two paral-
lel tangents BD=b, the distance between 
the two tangent points AB=a, and the first 
radius EC-R of a reversed curve uniting 
the tangents HA and BK, to find the chords 
AC=at, CB=a:j: and the second radius 
CF=Rt" 
(To construct a figure, draw a horizontal 
line, calling it HD. H being at the left 
hand end and B at the right hand end. Flom 
a point (A) a little to the right of H, draw a 
line perpendicular to, and below, HD. Call 
this line AE. From D, draw a line in a 
similar manner, but shorter than AE. Call 
this line DB. Connect A and B. Produce 
DB a short distance above HD to a point F. 
Connect F and E. The point in which FE 
cuts AB, is C. From the points E and F, 
draw perpendiculars to AB meeting AB in 
the points G and L. Through B, draw a 
line toward the right, and parallel to HD. 
Call this line BK.) 
From the given solution we have 
2Rb aa:j: : 
at == --, a:j: = a-at and Rt = 
a 2b 
Now if we assume that b=4, a=6 and R-5 
we obtain from the above, at= 6%, a:j: -
-½ and Rt= -½- That is, the reversing 
point C, falls below the tangent BK and 
the centre F of our second curve also· 
falls below BK, giving us not a reversed 
curve, but a compound curve both of wp.ose 
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branches lie on the same side of the line to a large number of new books and efabo-
. joining the centres of the circles of which rate papers on physiology, and edition upon 
they form parts, or if K is still to the right edition of the oll standard works which, it 
of .B, a reversed curve, the second branch of has indeed been difficult to keep abreast 
which is almost a full circle, F now falling with, advancing knowledge. So great has 
on DB produced below BK. been the advancement, that the well trained 
If we assume b = 3, a = 6 and R=6, we physiologist of ten or fifteen years ago, 
obtain at= 6, a+ = o and Rt= o, or we would, on reading Foster for the first time, 
have no second ·branch to our reversed .feel that he was entering upon a new field 
curve. Therethenmustbesomelimitingrela- of science. Unfortunately until theappear-
tion between a, b, and R such that at will ance of Fo~ter's work, theAmeric~nstud_ent 
always be less than a and a:j: and Rt always knew but llttle of the labonous mvest1ga-
positive. ' tions which were being prosecuted in Ger-
The angle DAC = the angle AEG many, as _the legitimate continuation of the 
(Loomis Book IV Prop. XXII) therefore methods maugurated by the great French 
' (a - at) b experimental physiologist, Magendie. With-
sin. DAC = sin. AEG, or --- - - out wishing to depreciate the value of the 
2R a labors of English speaking physiologists-' 
But sin. AEG can not be grea1er than_:_ who have certainly contributed very con-
. 2R siderably to the science-we are, never-the-
b less, compelled to have recourse to French 
unless a+ is negative. Therefore - must not and German investigators for much of our 
a 
a 
be greater than -- or 2Rb great-
2R 
er than a2• If 2Rb=a2. then a:j: = o Rt 
and our curve will be perpendicular to the 
second tangent, BK. If we wish to have both 
branches of the· reversed curve of the same 
a2 a2 
curvature, then must 2Rb - - or Rb = -. 
2 4 
a a2 
Then will, at =a+= - aud R =Rt= -. 
. 2 ~ 
If R - b - Rt then will a = 2b and the 
common chord of the two branches make an 
angle of 150° with each of the two tangents 
HA and BK and the common tangent ang-
les of 120°. If R = b+2 - Rt, then will the 
common tangent be perpenticular to the 
two parallel tangents, and the common 
chord make an angle of 45° with each of the 
given tangents. (Since a= bv2 or sin. DAB 
1 
--.) 
::::========= C. F. M. lo/2 
MARTIN'S HUMAN BODY. 
The remarkable activity displayed by 
physiologists during the past ten years in 
clearing up disputed questions and extend-
ing investigations into new fields of physio-
logical inquiry has necessarily given birth 
most important rEcent knowledge of physi-
ological processes-especially of the nervous 
system. Added to these investgations the 
revelations of pathological anatomy, we 
now have physiology brought up to the front 
rank in biological science. While placing 
tlle French and Germans in the front ranks 
as investigators, we must not lose sight of 
of the valuable contributions of English 
and American physiologists, and especially 
acknowledge the happy facility with which 
they present the subject to the student's mind, 
and the many excellent text-books with 
which they have enriched the literature of 
physology. 
Among the notable books recently issued 
on phsiology, are Foster's "Text-Book of 
Physiology," issued some years ago, and has 
now passed through five editions, intended 
for advanced students,and Martin's "Human. 
Body," issued within the past few months 
from the press of Henry Holt & Co., New 
York. The latter is in many respects a re-
markable book, filling a place not filled by 
any other physiology in the English lan-
guage. Heretofore, we have had no work 
upon this subject, suited to advanced stu-· 
dents in college. Those used in medical 
schools-have been too extensive and cumber-
some, while those which have been adapted 
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for the general student have been too brief, 
and_from the necessities of the cases, too 
dogmatic to give the student or general 
reader any adequate knowledge of the 
subject. In fact these small books are mis-
leading,and the observations on hygiene con-
sist too much of truisms to be of value. 
To do Prof. Martin's hook justice would 
require more space than is at my command, 
and the excellences of the work are such 
that it is difficult to select any particular 
chapters for special uotice. The book com-
mences with the definition of the zoological 
position of man and the general plan of 
structure, takes up the microscopical struc-
ture of the tissue elements with their chem-
ical com.position, and follows with ·so much 
of the gross anatomy of the body as to enable 
the student to appreciate the mechanism of 
thei.r functions. If any of th!) 36 chapters 
into which the book is divided were to be 
selected for special notice, attention might 
be called to the chapters on foods, nutrition 
and th_e nervous system. Nowhere will the 
student or general reader find so clear an 
exposition of the complex functions of the 
nervous system, as in the four chapters de-
voted to this subject in :Martin's "Human 
Body." It ts a generally acknowledged fact, 
among those who study nervous diseases, 
that nothing contributes more to the in-
crease of insanity at the present day than 
imperfect or one sided education, which con-
fines the exercise of the mental faculties to 
one narrow channel. This, together with 
the unremitting struggle necessary to suc-
cess, and the inabillity of exercish1g other 
faculties, and appreciating any but the lower 
sensual pleasures frequently results in 
injury or disease of the brain expressed in 
some of the varieties of insanity. These 
delicate structures form no exception to 
the generai rule that proper exercise is neces-
sary to the development and healthy per-
formance of all of the various functions of 
the organism. These facts are very forci-
bly presented by Prof. Martin in his obs 
servations on "lopsided". mental develop-
ments. It would be a great gain to the 
human race if this book could enter into 
every college course as a text-book-for 
what can be more important than a . good: 
knowledge of the science of life?-m the 
Junior or Senior year. At no period in the 
history of the race has the need of it been 
so grest at the present time, when we are 
called upon to protect these organisms of 
ours against a fearful strain for the high· 
places which every earnest student is 
struggling to reach. · 
I would recommend to every student and 
to every general reader of science; who is 
desirous of reliable knowledge of the human 
body, to procure and read carefully as early 
as possible, Prof. Martin's "Human Body;'· 
D. S. FAIRCHILD. 
GRAVITY ON THE 0 PLANETS. 
BY W. C. A. 
One of _the principal conditions which de-
termine the possibility of the existence of. 
animal life upon the planets is the weight'. 
of bodies at their surfaces compared with 
the weight at the surface of tHe earth. For 
animal activity depends almost·entirely upon. 
the relation of weight to the strength of mus 
cµlar tissue. And, since weight varies.di-
rectly as gravity, any mcrease or decrease in 
gravity will increase or decrease the weight 
of bodies and, co:qsequently, animal activity 
in the same ratio. 
If animal life, similar to that of the earth 
exist upon the planets, the conditions to 
which it is subJected must not differ very 
widely from those which sustain it upon 
the earth. If the muscular power of plane-
tary and terrestial animals be about equal 
then gravity at the surfaces of these planets 
cannot be so great as to overcome the 
strength of the animal, and crush it beneath 
its own weight, nor so small as to give it 
undue activity. 
The weight of a body at the sui·face of 
any planet, compared with the weight of the 
same body at the surface of the earth, is 
easily computed. It is a simple problem in-
volving the laws of gravitation. Since the 
planets are spherical, or nearly so, we have 
but to inquire: What elements . determine 
the amount of attraction at the surface of a 
sphere? 
According to the law of Universal Gra'D'i-
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tation, the attraction varies: 
(1). Directly as the mass of the attracting 
body. 
(2). Inversely as the square of th~ distance 
to the centre of gravity of the attracting body. 
In accordance with thii. law, if the mass 
/of the earth were doubled, the radius re-
maining the same, the force of gravity at 
its surface would be doubled; and if its vol-
ume were contracted to half its present ra-
dius, the mass remaining the same, the 
force of gravity at its surface would be 
quadrupled. Opposite alterations would 
have opposite effects. 
To reduce this law to a fqrmula, let M be 
the mass of the earth, R its radius, D its 
density, and G the force of gravity at its sur-
face; also let m, r, d and g be the correspond-
ing elements of some other planet; then 
· from the above stated law, we have the fol-
lowing proportion: 
M m 
G: g :: 
R2 r2 
Now since the mass is the product of the 
volume and density, and since the volumes 
are proportional to the cubes of the radii, we 
may substitute R8D and r 3d for M and m, 
which gives 
H.8D r 8d 
G · g ·· ~-- · -- .. RD · rd 
. .. R2 . . r2 .. . • 
Now if we make G the unit of gravitation, 
R the unit of distance, and D the urnt of 
density, we have 
1 : g :: 1 : rd. 
Hence, g = rd. 
In this formula g represents the number 
of times the force of gravity at the surface 
of the planet considered as that of the earth, 
-r and d being the radius and density of 
the planet compared with the same ele-
ments· of the earth. 
We give below a table (from Chamber's 
Astronomy) Qf the radii and densities of 
the eight large planets, the earth being the 
unit of comparison in each. 
Radius. Density. 
Mercury................. .874 .......... 1.24 
Venus.. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .948.. .. .. .. .. . .92 
Earth ..................... 1.000 .......... 1.00 
Mars.. .. . • . . . .. .. . .. . • .. .621. . .. .. . .. . .52 
Jupiter. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ... 11.158 ...... ~ .... 22 
Saturn ................... 19.073 ..•. • :· . ... 12 
Uranus .................. 4.167 ..... .- . : . •. 18 
Neptune ................. 4.6~1 ........... 17 
Suppose now that we wish to find the 
gravity on Mercury. Substituting the qul!,n-
tities from the table in our formula we have 
g = rd = .374 X 1.24 = .46376. 
We see from this that a bodv would only 
weigh about half as much on Mercury as 
upon the earth. Consequently, a Mercurial 
animal would be more than twice as active 
as a terrestrial animal possessing the same 
muscular strength. 
Solving the some problem for each of the 
planets, we obtain the following results: 
Gravity. 
Mercury .......... .- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .46376 
Venus ................................. 87216 
Earth ................................ 1.00000 
Mars .................................. 32292 
Jupiter .............................. 2.45366 
Saturn ........ , ........................ 1.08876 
Uranus ............................... ,7!5006 
Neptune. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .78557 
These results are modified somewhat by 
the tangential or centrifugal force of the 
planets. This, however, makes but very lit-
tle difference in the first four; but the oth-
ers would be considerably diminished, es-
pecially Jupiter and Saturn. For, being so 
large, and having such a rapid rotation, they 
have a great centrifugal force. But a com-
plete discussion of this subject would not 
be profitable. 
We can easily see by examining the above 
table of gravities that, so far as weight is 
concerned, animal life upon the planets 
is possible. There are other conditions 
necessary, however, before this possi-
bitity can be completely established,-
such as the structural and physical states of 
these bodies, the amount of heat i:ind light 
they receive, the presence of an atmosphere, 
its composition, etc. These form interes-
ting topics for discussion. Hy the aid of the 
telescope and spectroscope these problems 
have been solved one by one, until now, 
scientists are almost unanimously ready to 
proclaim those distant worlds inhabitable. 
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Mwic is a very important element in the 
chapel exercises, and consequently a great 
deal of attention should be paid to it. Noth-
ing can rest a student more after a faithful 
day's work than a soul stirring song. The 
c:hoir are doing their best to render the mu-
sic a success, but with the dilapidated or-
gan it is uphill work. Quite an improve-
ment is observed since the piano has been 
employed, and the singers seated on the ros-
trum; the feature of congregational singing, 
which was introduced last Sabbath, we 
think is the true idea for chanel music. Let 
each student be provided with a hymn book 
and the choir only serve to lead the singing, 
then shall we have niusic which will make 
the chapel ring. 
====:::========= English Literature is probably as popular 
as any study in the course. Students are 
continually knocking for admittance to the 
class, many wishing to take a special course 
which the faculty do not consider that the 
interests of the institution allow. On account 
of the.limited time allotted for its perusal,: 
hard work must be done if much is to be 
accomplished, and any one who passes it 
can testify that he has labored faithfully .. , 
Very few of the lessons can be prepared in 
less than three hours time. Prof. Wynn 
employs all possible means to render the· 
recitations attractive. Last year the in-
struction was given entirely by lectures, blllt 
a condensed edition of Taines' English Lit-
erature is now employed. The present class 
have anylized "The ldyls of the Kii1g" and 
expect to take some of Fairie Queen and 
several of Sbakespear's plays. In the course 
of their work they are constantly referred to 
books in the Library which they might easi-
ly employ all their time in reading. Many 
of the class are using the twenty cent -edi-• 
tions of Tenyson. 
============= The home Oratorical Contest, which oc- · 
curred in the chapel Saturday evening,March · 
26, requires particular mention as beini;r the 
first in three years. Each soci\)ty had cho- · 
sen three speakers, but, owing to various · 
causes, but six of the whole number were 
prepared. The judges selected ,vere Mr. 
Bennett, Mr. Chevalier and Mr. Rainbolt of 
Ames. Their decision gave Mr. W. H, Mc-
Henry the first prize and Miss Abbie Frater 
the second. The former goes as speaker 
to the State Contest, the latter as delegate. 
.Although it was a verv enjoyable entertain-
ment, the interest manifested wail compara-
tively slight-even by thecontesLants. 'rhe 
only idications of the coming event were 
the numerous meetings of the Oratorical as-
sociation and certain heart rending sounds 
which escaped through the tightly closed 
chapel doors. The attention given to ora-
tory in· this institution is so meager that 
it would require something truly startling 
to awaken a deep interest in such a con-
test. Scientific studies may enable one to 
produce very learned ·and interesting disser-
tations but they do not prepare for the 
composition of elegant and effective 
orations. The ,question is often argued as 
to whether: it is wise for us to remain 
in the State Association, for while it may 
furnish an inducement to oratorical work 
the low standing which our speakers ha-ye 
.28. 
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always received promulgates a false impres- good. The local columns fall somewhat be-
sion of the value of our college. · low the otbers,but the exchange department 
bears a favorable comparison. . 
Something was said last fall respecting a 
change in the Senior studies so as to al-
low the commencement exercises to take 
place in September. The idea did not meet 
with general approval, the majority of the 
class declaring that they wished to have none 
of the graduating exercis~s until they had 
finished their work. Although this plan 
does not seem plausible there are many 
evils connected with a November com-
. mencement which we wish might be reme-
died. The weather is invariably stormy 
at that time; the college grounds are unin-
viting,.and there is very little with which 
to decorate. It may be that we do not view 
all sides of the question, bµt we can see no 
serious objection to turning the terms di-
rectly around, having the school year begin 
in July and end the next June. There 
would be some difficulty in arranging the 
scientific studies so that they should come 
in the proper season to obtain specimens, 
· but we.think it could be done. Although the 
work of the two terms is closely connec-
. ted, the long vacation should be no hmd-
rance, for if what is learned in one term is 
lost before the next, of what practical use 
will the knowledge be in atter life. If the 
commencement occurs in June, graduates 
who wish to obtain positions as teachers in 
graded sclrools are not obliged to wait a 
year before doing so. Most students who 
attend college can enter more conveniently 
, in July than March. Many graduate from 
high schools in June; some wish to come af-
ter finishing their year's work as teacher• 
Any one who has attempted -to reach the 
college during the mnd and sleet of a 
bleak November day must unite with us in 
wishing that commencement might occur 
at a more favorable season. 
The Index and Oh1·onicle, from Harvard 
College, is an exchange in which we are par-
ticularly interested. It is so wide awake 
and sparkling, and the editors-all ladies,-
seem so thoroughly engaged in their work 
that it is a treat to read it. The editorial 
and literary departments are particularly 
OBITUARY-MACOMBER. 
Died, at his home in Arlington Glen, near 
S<tn Gabriel, California, Sunday, February 
5, 1881, Geo. A. Macomber, a member of 
class 1874 for the years 1871 and '72. De-
ceased was a son of K. W. Macomber, and 
was born in Northampton, Mass., November 
29, 1850, came to Cass county, Iowa, with 
his parents in 1855, where he has since resid-
ed. November 1875 he was joined in wed-
lock to Miss Lucy E. Terry, who survives. 
Two bright httle daughters, 2 and 4 years 
of age respectively, are t)le fruitage of this 
marriage. Mr. Macomber was a victim of 
dire dyspepsia, having suffered severely 
from it for several years. In March, 1880 
on account of failing health, he left Iowa 
for the more congenial clime of South Cal-
ifornia, arriving in Los Angelos about the 
last of March. For several months he 
seemed to improve in health and strength, 
so much so, that his friends were greatly 
encouraged to hope for his complete recov-
ery. Some time in October last he took a 
relapse, by reason of over exertion or some 
other cause, from this time on he continued 
to grow weaker until death closed the scene. 
In the foot hills of the mountains border-
ing the San Gabriel valley, fourteen miles 
from Los Angelos, and 1400 feet above the 
level of the Pacific-in this beautiful glen, 
and attended by his little family and his 
brother,Dr. H.K. Macomber, he passed away 
calmly and resignedly, in the full confidence 
of a bright future. To the last he was fully 
conscious of his situation, and to his numer-
ous friends in Cass county he left a kind 
good bye. He was l;mried in the San Gab-
riel cemetery on a quiet Sabbath day, the 
sun shining brightly upon the coffin, strewn 
with fragrant flowers and beautiful wreaths, 
It-seemed appropriate that he should repose 
in the valley he loved so well; the beauties 
of whose flowers and sunshine had so often 
been his theme. The wife and little ones 
have the heartfelt sympathy of many 
friends in this great sorrow.· 
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-Snow! 
-"There's a fly." 
-Who said it was spring? 
-Have you been vaccinated? 
-Evening concerts by "the boys." 
-Spring! Oh where are our poets? 
-The Smiths are all here except Ferd. 
-Mushquakies number between fifty and 
sixty. 
-Next thing on the tapis is the musical 
concert. 
-Whew! just smell the breath of the 
museum. 
-Prof Beal hears the Senior class in 
Geology recite. 
-A veil is a protection against the Sun of 
Heaven and the sons of Earth. 
-Date, April 1st; address, Mr. B--; 
contents, "Ha! ha! ha I what do you think?" 
-There's nothing like it-that is, the man-
ner in which they change the military uni-
form. 
-Harvard Seniors are not required to 
attend church. Why can't we immitate our 
elders? 
-Recreation hour, machine shops, fiddle, 
crowd of boys, dance, lots of fun -Harlow, 
tableaux. ' 
-The present Freshman class is a little 
better than their predecessors--"as usual, 
as usual, as usual.'' · 
-The trigonometry class has just one 
lady member this yea~, a falling off of fifty 
per cent. since last year. 
-The Freshmen bear the musical name 
of Nipmucks instead of Nip-Nucks as stat-
ed in the last months's AURORA. 
-The boys must be short of collars from 
the number of silk handkerchiefs worn 
about their necks during the blocade. 
-Girls don't be deceived by appearances; 
a solemn countenance may be the gateway 
to a heart m full.bloom. Ask Peterson. 
-One would conclude that the Freshmen 
were a lazy set of fellows. from the way 
they flock to the societies on the second 
floor. 
--It's a wonder the ·boys don't insist on~ 
taking domestic ecomony when they will 
crowd themselves into the ladies' history 
class. 
-The seats in the botanical laboratory 
have been numbered and screwed down to 
the floor, and-but we will "stopatthat-· 
point.'' 
-The chorus class was organized the first 
of the month. It is an excellent vocal exer-
cise and for that alone is full worth the 
tuition fee. 
-We certainly ought to be healthy as we 
obey to the letter, tlie first law of health--
"plain and substantial food, and not too 
much of it.'' 
-The old botanical and veterinary labora--
tory has been rfnovated and converted into 
a residence. 'rt is now occupied by Mr, 
Westover, overseer of the farm. · 
-Since the advent of the cottage, old Fair 
Oak mansion has been abandoned by the 
students, and is now used as a tenement· 
house by the employees of the farm. 
-"All fools day," was a day of unusal 
merriment perhaps those who will remem-
ber it the longest, are the numerous ones· 
who slei,t that night without any pillows. 
-The following definition of a protozoa 
was recently given in the Sophomore Zoo-
logy class:-"A protozoa is the smallest liv-
ing animal which is able to get outside its of 
dinner. 
-Recreation hour was cut ten minutes 
short one evening not long since. Five dol-
lars reward was offered for the arrest and 
conviction of the villian who turned the 
clock ahead. 
-"Prof.'' Wood says that the Seniors 
anQ. Freshmen never sweep, while at ·the 
same time he . solemnly declares, that the 
Juniors and Sophomores sweep their rooms 
into the halls. 
-A young lady walks into the chapel 
where there is a crowd of boys, they im-
mediatly set up a racket which is enough 
to waken the dead. Talk about your "heath-
en chinee"-ughl 
.... 
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-Since 1848 up to the assassination of the 
Czar of Russia, there has been thirty-four 
attempts on the life of rulers-au av:erage of 
more then one a year. Of these attempts 
only ten were successful. 
-Prof. to Sophomore:-"Can you illus-
trate the law of divisbility of matter? 
Sophomore:-"Yes sir. A dog follows a 
rabbit at a distance by scent, which is caus-
by the divisbility of the rabbit. 
-There certainly is no accounting for 
taste when a Senior will solemnly declare 
that," it would afford him great pleasure 
to drag a certain Sophomore lady through 
the mud to ar.. evening partv." 
-A young man after a few days stay at 
the college, left in disgust, remarking as he 
shook the college snow from his feet, that 
" he wasn't aware a person had to be a grad-
uate to enter the Sub-Freshman class." 
-Juniors are going out for the eveuing; 
as a precaution against invasion the tran-
soms are nailed down from the insirle. 
LATER.-J uniors return, transom still nailed, 
key holes pluged-pocket knives, patience 
and perseverence. 
--The following compliment was paid to 
thesennondelivered by Rev.Barstow in the 
chapel not long since, by a young lady :--
"Wasn't it just perfectly splendid, why he 
only spoke for half an hour." We are ac-
customed to fifty minutes. 
-Sb.Qrt-hand is having a boom. Mr. A. 
M. Allen of the Sophomore class, concluded 
to organize a class to that effect. He met with 
unexpected success, everybody that could 
not w1·ite an ordinary legible hand flew to 
short band, even to the Seniors. They all do 
it. 
- -The following dialogue took place in 
the machine shops recently, between - a 
Junior workman and a prospective Sub-
Freshman: 
Junior :-Are · you intending to take a 
special course in mathematics ? 
-P.S-F:-No, I don't care about taking a 
soecial course in mathematics, but I should 
like very much to take a special i11figure1J. 
-The ladies rooming in the court are no 
longer worried by the thought that they 
are debarred from the sun's rays. The 
Sophomore boys ever elert to the comfort of 
their friends, have laid in a rmpply of mir-
•rors and now pass their leisure time throw-
ing the reflected rays of "ol<l Sol" into their 
neighbors windows. 
-The Seniors and Juniors had a rare 
treat in the talk of Dr. Alcott, at the resi-
dence of the.President. We only regret that 
it was'nt in the chapel where all might 
have heard him, for situated as we are here, 
it isn't often such opportunities are presented 
and when they are it should be so arranged 
that all could profit by it. 
-The musicians are talking of reorgan-
izini the· band. Quite a number of the 
Freshman, we understand, contemplate 
taking an interest. We would advise them 
to be careful; out of eighteen who were in 
the band last fall, only ten return this year. 
"Music had charms to soothe the savage 
ear:" but you musn't confound the Faculty 
with savages. 
- We would advise new students to study 
well the lay of the railroads before riding 
out to the college, or else they may meet with 
the same fate a certai.n young man did a 
few days ago who got on board the train 
to ride out to the college, the first station he 
passed was Kelley. His friends gave up 
Hunting, and waited until the next day 
when he put in his appearance ~ooking tired 
and weary after his fourteen mile walk. 
-The following comparison of an idea ex-
pressed in poetry and prose is worth study-
ing. In poetry an idea may be expressed as 
follows: 
"Hi diddle, diddle, 
Tbe cats in the fiddle, 
The old cow inmped over the moon ; 
Tbe little dog laughed to see such sport ; 
Ami the dish ran away with the spoon." 
While the same expressed in prose would 
be as follows: 
Elevated and ex~lted diddle, diddle, the 
feline quadruped bas taken· up her resid-
ence in the four stringed musical instrument 
and that beautiful domestic animal, from 
which cometh the lactael fluid, has vault-
ed over the lunar orb, and an innocent little 
poodle was taken with a catchination at 
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witnessing the brave divertisement, and was no demand made for Gen. e's sword 
the punch bowel eloped with the silver and no tender of it offered." 
ladle. "Management of the world's fair" is troub-
'-A gymnasium in• the armory is now ling New Yorkers just now. It is a prob-
talked of and we hope seriously. While lem Adam struggled with when there was 
the armory is not large enough to have all only one world's fair, and she got the best · 
the appurtenances belonging to a complete of him. 
gymnasium, yet there is sufficient room "Why," asked Pat, one day, "why was 
for foils, boxing gloves, dumb bells, etc., Balaam a first class astronomer?" The 
which would not be very expensive and at other man gave it up. "Shure," said Pat, 
the same time afford a very healthful ex- "'twas because he had no trouble in finding 
ercise which is needed. Some of these ex- an ass-to-roid." 
ercises are by strictness of the college laws, Rufus Choate beleived in hard work and 
forbidden in the rooms, we would say, give struggle. When some one said to him that 
us the gymnasium. a certain fine achievement was the result of 
CLIPPINGS. 
"Let's consolidate" is what 
operator says to his best girl. 
accident, he exclaimed: "Nonsense! you . 
might as well drop the Greek alphabet on 
the bashful the ground and expect to pick up, the 
Illiad. 
Why does a sculptor die a harder death 
than other men? Because he makes faces 
and busts. 
Leonidas was one of the original dead-
heads. He held the pass at Thermopylae. 
Don't poison my dog, he's the main-stay 
of the family, Maybe he brings home mut-
ton. 
Nasby is going to Europe in the spring. 
For his health, probably. He has long had 
a bad spell. 
Proj'esso1· in Moml Philosophy: "Mr. K., 
what end has a mother in viow when she 
punishes her child?" Mr. K. blushes and 
sits down. 
A ·man has invented a chair that can be 
adjusted to 800 different positions. It is de-
signed for a boy to sit in while having his 
hair cut. 
Bob Ingersoll to the Liberal League: "You 
can go to --! No, confound it! come to 
think, there is none. However, you can go 
anywhere." 
Edith O'Gorham, the escaped nun, Ann 
Eliza Young, the escaped wife, and Henry 
Ward Beecher, the escaped minister, are all 
lecturing in the east. 
Gen. Grant is quoted as saying in regard 
to the surrender at Appomattox: •·There 
COLLEGE GLEANINGS. 
There are 1308 Jewish students at Berlin 
Prof. Watson, of the University of Wis-· 
consin is dead. 
The students in attendance at the Kansas 
University number 88i. 
The Mohamedan University at Cairo, in 
Egypt, has 10,000 student. 
1
: The department of agriculture in the Uni-
versity of Minnesota is at presnt without a 
students. 
The ladies of a certain college in England 
have organized a foot-ball club. It's such 
healthful exercise. 
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, •renn., 
has just been bequeathed $200,000 ir. rail-
road stocks by Mrs. Maggie Emboy, de-
ceased. 
The report that Bernhart was offered the 
position of instructress in French at Vassar 
is emphatically denied by the ladies of that 
:institution. 
'79, The following is clipped from the 
Monticello Express: 
"W. G. McConnon writes from Cruces, 
Cuba, under date of February 10th, to his 
mother, Mrs. John McConnon. Will is in 
the employ of the Western Union Telegraph 
company, and the confidence placed in him 
may be estimated by the importance of the 
duty assigned. to him.' 
32. PERSONALS. 
i4RSONA_LS. 
'80. • J. F. Saylor is teaching in the school 
at 'Anita, Cass county. 
'83 J.E. Colver and wife, is the firm's name 
and Missouri Valley the place of resi-
dence. "Good bye, J obn." 
'83. Schoonover, after :i. years absence, is 
back on the old stamping ground, and 
looks as familiar as ever, only be belongs 
to another tribe. 
'83. "Walt" McHenry, after successfully 
passing the "military examination" was 
compelled to go home for a few days the 
first of the month, owing to sickness. 
'82 George Parsons, more familiarly known 
as "Juggy" is now settled down at Anna-
polis, as a "middy"' and declares that he 
neve::- did really know what he wanted 
until he reached the Naval .A,cademy. 
'82. Maggie Henry put in an unexpected 
appearance the other day, and gave her 
many friends a pleasant surprise. She 
was on her way to Polk county, where 
she is to teach capitol county idees how 
to shoot. 
'78. Miss Emma McHenry came up from 
Des Moines, to attend tht> oratorical con-
test, ai:id renew old acquaintances. She 
appreciates the improvements about the 
college, and declares that it seems like 
getting back home to come to the old I. 
A.C. 
'82. W. A. Scott is with us for.a few weeks 
during which time he intends' to make up 
a few back studies. He then goes back 
to Marshall county, where he has been 
teaching during the past winter, to take 
charge of his school. He hopes to return 
with bis class this fall. 
'82. R. R. Merrill has been engaged as_ 
"Principal of the Jessup HighSchool. His 
letter of resignation to bis soci~ty, resign-
ing as editor of the AURORA, was full of 
encomiums, both to the society and the 
institution. He expects to return this 
fall. 
'83. A. H. Parsons bas gone to Utah, a 
mormonite to be. While on his way 
west Mr. P. stopped a day with "the 
boys," and replenished the AURORA coffer 
to the tune of $1, for which kindness 
the AURORA will follow· him into the 
wilds of Utah for the nex_t eight months. 
ALUM.NI. 
'70. Turner, foreman of the machine shops. 
'80. Frank Boddy is our only post this 
year. 
'77. Miss Alice Whited, deputy auditor, 
Hardin county, Iowa. 
'80. E. D. Harvey assists Professor Pope in 
the chemical laboratory. 
'78. Julius Heiner is again with us, as assis-
tant instructor in mathematics. 
'79. Miss Flora Brown is still employed as 
Principal of the Wheatland high school• 
'80. James Vincent, is farming and prac-
ticing as veterinary surgeon in Mills 
county. 
'77. W. A. Goodspeed is roaming over the 
country writing up county histories for 
_Andrews' historical company, 
'76. Whenever you get into any difficulty 
and want legal advice just address the 
Hon. J.F. Hardin, Eldora, Hardin coun-
ty, Iowa. 
'79. T. L. Smith, after spending the winter 
in Chicago, has gone up into Wisconsin, 
to take the foremanship in the workshop 
of a large manufacturmg company. 
'80. "Pat" Hassett bas gone to Colorado, 
presumably to grow up with the country. 
He stopped at the college while on his 
way west and seemed as yowng as ever. 
'76. G. A. Garard spent Sunday at the col-
lege the first of the month. He left the 
necessary for the AURORA, during '81. 
Since leaving Ames, Mr. G. bas been en-
gaged as principal of the Eldora High 
School. 
'80. W. A. Thomas who has, during the 
past winter, bern practicing as a Veterin-
ary Surgeon, at Cedar Rapids, stopped 
for a day while on his way to Linclon, 
Nebraska, where he intends hanging out 
his shingle. · 
